3500 MODEL
HORIZONTAL WRAPPER

- For High Speed Applications
  - Rugged Servo Drive
  - Dependable
  - Precise Size Control

Designed for high speed, multi-shift operations, the 3500 Model horizontal wrapper is the ideal choice where performance and reliability are required. Constructed with a heavy duty modular frame, this machine is equally at home as a basic wrapper or as a high speed wrapper with fully automatic product feeders operating at very high speeds. The wrapper accommodates a wide range of heat sealable wrapping materials, from standard single layer films to multiple layer laminations.

Three sets of tiltable fin wheels to accurately control the film for high speed wrapping of your smallest to largest products are standard on the 3500 Model. A control panel with graphic display allows convenient monitoring and control of the wrapper.

Unique EZSET control of crimper phasing can be set with the machine running, saving valuable set-up time and product. All the controls for changing from one sized product to another can be adjusted by hand, no tools required. Most adjustments have been placed on the front of the machine for quick size changes. These are just some of the many features Platinum has developed for the 3500 Model that make set-up and operation easy. Contact your Platinum agent to learn more about this wrapper.
SPECIFICATIONS

• Machine Size
  Length – 165"
  Width – 49"
  Height – 69"

• Infeed Conveyor
  Length – 104"
  Width – 16"
  Height – 37"

• Wrapping Material
  Maximum Parent Roll Diameter – 13"
  Roll Width – 24"
  Double Parent Roll, Standard
  Electric Eye Film Registration, Standard

• Fin Seal Assembly
  First Set – Pulling
  Second Set – Sealing
  Third Set – Pulling

• Fin Drive Servo Controlled

• End Crimper
  2–up, diameter to suit application

• Discharge Conveyor Belt
  Length – 23"
  Width – 9.5"

• Product Flow (Facing the Control Panel)
  Left to Right, Standard
  Right to Left, Optional

• Epoxy Finish Standard
  Stainless Steel Optional

• Package Size Range (Approx. Range)
  (cannot be tolerated simultaneously)
  Length – 3” to 17”
  Width – ½” to 9”
  Height – up to 4”

• Electrical
  3 HP AC drive motor
  230V, 3PH, 60H

• Three Digital Heat Controllers

• Weight
  2500 lbs.

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

• Casters
• Code Dater
• Longer Infeed
• Product Feeders
• Gusset Attachment
• Special Seal Patterns

Three sets of individually tiltable fin wheels mean easily adjusted, precise product wraps
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